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GROUPING COSTS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A LOYALTY PROGRAM
Summary
In the process of marketing activities of the enterprise there are questions of expediency of development
and implementation in their practical activity of loyalty programs which are an effective tool of
communication influence on the consumer and in the long run lead to growth of indicators of efficiency of
enterprise activity. Loyalty programs are aimed at increasing the competitiveness of the enterprise, building
a strategy of long-term, mutually beneficial relationships with actual and potential consumers of goods
because of their attraction, retention and multiplication. An important issue in terms of assessing the
effectiveness of the loyalty program is the formation of its financial concept, which is to forecast and assess
the future costs of implementing a loyalty program and opportunities to cover them. That is why the issues
of systematization of the costs of the loyalty program become relevant, taking into account all the planned
activities and the marketing tools necessary for their promotion. The purpose of the article is to systematize
individual items of expenditure for the development and implementation of a loyalty program in accordance
with its key components. The article systematizes the main costs for the development and implementation
of a loyalty program in the marketing activities of the enterprise. It is determined that the costs should be
grouped into five main groups: the cost of forming a customer database; costs for a set of communications
with customers; the cost of financing the tangible and intangible benefits of loyalty programs; the cost of
operating the analytical core of the loyalty program; costs associated with staffing the management of the
loyalty program. In each of the identified groups, specific cost items for the development and
implementation of a loyalty program are identified. The introduction of the proposed systematization of the
costs of the loyalty program will optimize them and maximize their effectiveness, which in the future will
bring to a new level of quality management of marketing activities in general, and marketing
communications in particular.

Keywords: costs, loyalty program, customer database; complex of communications with clients;
loyalty system management.
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